Introduction
Due to the large amount of video data available online, it has become nearly impossible to view all of them even if we had limited them to those retrieved as relevant to a user's interest. Therefore, there is a large demand for e±ciently viewing a large amount of video data in a short period of time, which has led to various research activities in the¯eld including TRECVid's``BBC rushes summarization" task organized in 2007 and 2008 [1] .
Although it does not contain the most up-to-date works, a comprehensive survey on various video summarization approaches could be found in [2, 3] . After the works covered in these surveys, video summarization based on learning good frames/segments to be included in a summarized video has become a trend. For example, Gygli et al. [4] and Potapov et al. [5] proposed summarization methods for user generated videos by learning the relations between the original and the summarized videos. Khosla et al. proposed a method that selects a frame with good framing learned from Web images based on the assumption that they were photographed so that they should capture the target in a maximally informative way [6] . Meanwhile, Lu and Grauman proposed a method to generate a summarized video by selecting segments such that a subset of visual objects in the previous segment should in°uence the succeeding segment [7] .
While most of these works attempt to summarize a single video, there are some works that attempts to summarize multiple videos. For example, Wang and Merialdo [8] proposed a method for summarizing multiple videos considering the redundancy that exists between them. Ide et al. [9] proposed a method for automatically generating a summarized video on a famous person in news by concatenating video footage from important events concerning the person's activities along his/her career. The task setting of the work presented in this paper also falls into this type of video summarization. Meanwhile, there are works on multi-view video summarization, mostly targeting¯eld-sport games [10] , stage performances [11] , life-logs [12] , and lectures [13] . However, in these cases, since the selection of the best angle from multiple synchronized video streams is the key issue, their problem settings di®er with the above type of multiple video summarization methods.
Among various kinds of videos, we have been focusing on news videos since they are valuable multimedia information on real-world events. When considering news videos, it is necessary to be handled as a series of events that occur along time rather than individual events. Considering this requirement, Ide et al. have proposed an interface that allows the users to track the development of news topics [14] based on a structure built by considering the chronological and semantic relations between news stories. They named the structure a``Topic thread" and according to the statistics shown in the work [14] , an average topic thread will be composed of 2,770 s. of video footage. In order to view the development of a news topic from its beginning to the end, it will take on average roughly 45 min. While this will allow us to thoroughly understand the development of a news topic, it will consume too much time for most users who only wishes to roughly grasp an idea on what it was all about. This is the reason that we consider the proposed video summarization method across multiple news videos is necessary even though each news video is essentially a summarized video in itself.
In the case of news videos, since the auditory contents are usually more informative in the sense that they represent the facts concisely compared to the visual contents, the selection of the important auditory contents should precede that of the video contents when generating a summary. This is the main di®erence of the problem setting compared to the majority of video summarization methods introduced above which generate the summaries solely or mostly based on the selection of visual contents.
In this sense, multiple (text) document summarization methods such as that by Radev et al. [15] may serve our purpose better. Thanks to the existence of ClosedCaption (CC) which is a transcript of the auditory contents in a broadcast video, we can process them as text data in most cases. However, in the case of news video summarization, visual contents also need to be considered after the selection of important auditory contents when generating the summarized video due to the fact that they are sometimes inconsistent with corresponding auditory contents, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . This is a signi¯cant characteristic of news videos that are not prominent in most other video genres. As a matter of fact, this issue has already been pointed out by Smith and Kanade [16] , and considered in their method in the early days of multimedia contents analysis. However, due probably to the technology available then, their method considered only low-level audio-visual features except for the existence of faces in a scene. Although in their work, it is shown that this approach is e®ective to some extent, if we do not consider the more high-level visual contents actually present in a scene, it will limit the cases that it could handle properly. Recently, Kumagai et al. attempted to detect such inconsistency in news videos based on the relation between audio-visual features [17] , but it could only handle monologue (speech) scenes.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a method of summarizing news videos by selecting shots whose visual contents (Visual Concepts) actually present in a scene are consistent with the auditory contents (key-sentences) decided to be included in the summarized video. We consider that this is especially important when summarizing hours of news videos into a very short video so that users can intuitively grasp the idea of what the news topic was all about; After all, as the saying goes,``Seeing is worth a hundred words" [18] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, we describe the proposed method. In Sec. 3, we report the result of evaluation experiments. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sec. 4.
Summarization of News Videos
We solve the task of summarizing news videos considering the consistency of auditory and visual contents by the process-°ow shown in Fig. 2 . We expect as input, a temporally-ordered sequence of news stories. Both text processing of CC and image processing of each shot corresponding to each news story are applied to the input; First, key-sentences are selected from CC by text processing. Next, visual contents are extracted from shots in the form of Visual Concepts by image processing. Finally, shots whose visual contents are judged as consistent with the key-sentences are selected and then the two are synthesized. In the end, these synthesized video clips are concatenated in order to generate a summarized video.
Here, we make use of Visual Concepts to represent the visual contents of shots. Visual Concepts are representations of high-level visual contents of an image, such as objects, scenes, and activities, whose detections have been actively challenged in the research community in recent years [19] [20] [21] .
Details of the process are described below, following the de¯nition of terminology that appear in this paper.
Terminology
Below are de¯nitions of important terminology that appear in this paper. First, the following three terms follow the de¯nitions in the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) workshop series organized by NIST [22] .
.
Event
Some incident that occurred at some speci¯c time and place along with all necessary preconditions and unavoidable consequences. . News story A topically cohesive segment of news that includes two or more declarative independent clauses about a single event. . Topic A seminal event or activity, along with all directly related events and activities.
Next, the following three terms follow the de¯nitions by Ide et al. [14] .
. Topic thread A sequence of related news stories chained chronologically. It may contain multiple topics. . Topic thread structure A directed graph composed of topic threads originating from a speci¯ed news story.
Finally, the following two terms are general concepts in the video processing¯eld.
. Frame Each of the sequence of still images that compose a video. . Shot Visually continuous sequence of frames.
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Pre-processing: Selection of a topic thread (news story sequence)
The proposed method is applied to news videos which are broadcasted with CC. As pre-processing, we construct a directed graph structure representing semantic and temporal relations between news stories called a``topic thread structure" as shown in Fig. 3 by the method proposed by Ide et al. [14] .
Then, we estimate the most representative sequence of news stories (a path in the graph structure) called a``topic thread" from the structure by Kato et al.'s method [23] .
For simplicity, in this paper, we will consider these processes as pre-processing and expect a sequence of already selected news stories as input to the proposed method. For reference, each method is brie°y introduced below. Please refer to corresponding publications for details.
Topic threading
Topic threading is a task to link related news stories according to the development of news topics. Since one topic can develop into another topic, a topic thread could include multiple topics by linking locally related news stories. In the proposed method, we applied the method proposed by Ide et al. [14] to¯rst construct a topic thread structure originating from a speci¯ed news story, and then select one representative topic thread from it. The topic thread structure represents local relations between individual news stories as directed edges, and at the same time a global trend of topics as a directed graph.
This method¯rst segments news stories based on similarity between adjacent CC sentences, and then constructs the topic thread structure based on the temporal order and the similarity between news stories measured by the cosine distance between the distributions of term frequencies that appear in the CC of news stories. Note that although this process could employ visual information, we only used text information obtained from CC in our work. 
Selection of a representative topic thread
Although the topic thread structure represents rich information on the topics originating from the speci¯ed news story, for a normal user who wishes to understand the main stream of the development of topics, he/she does not necessarily need to be provided with all the related news stories. Thus, we decided to select the most representative topic thread (path) that connects the initial story (root node; S in Fig. 3 ) and one of the ending stories (leaf nodes; E i (i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; I )).
For this, we applied the method proposed by Kato et al. [23] . This method¯rst selects the most representative ending story E from the leaf nodes. As shown in Fig. 3 , there are cases that multiple paths (p 1 , p 2 and p 3 ) exist between the root node S and the selected leaf node E. In such cases, the most representative path is selected among all possible paths.
First, to select the most representative ending story E, for each ending story E i (i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; I ), the following features are considered with Features 4 and 5 originally proposed by Sawai et al. [24] :
(1) Similarity of proper nouns in S and E i . (2) Elapse of days between S and E i . (3) The number of news stories along the path between S and E i . In the case where multiple paths exist, the one with the most number of news stories is selected for the counting. After normalization of each feature, their weighted sum is calculated for each ending story, and the one with the highest score (in this example, E ¼ E 2 ) is selected.
Next, in the case where multiple paths exist between S and E (p 1 , p 2 , and p 3 ), the same algorithm as above is applied recursively by setting each of the news stories directly succeeding the news story where the branch begins as the initial node, and the news story where the branched paths merge as the ending story.
After the above process, we obtain a news story sequence from the selected most representative topic thread, which is used as the input to the proposed method described in the remaining part of this section.
Text processing
A key-sentence is selected from each news story based on scoring of terms and sentences considering the rarity of terms and also the appearance of Visual Concept vocabularies. Details of the process are described below.
Assignment of term scores
First, the proposed method assigns a score to each noun within a news story. In general, Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) is used as a measure to calculate the rarity of each term in a document. Here, TF-IDF is calculated as the proportion of the frequency of a noun in a news story to the inverse-log frequency of news stories in which the noun appears. In detail, nouns that appear in each news story are scored as follows:
(1) Apply morphological analysis to CCs of all news stories that compose a topic thread, and extract nouns. (2) Calculate the Term Frequency tf i;j (TF) in a news story and the Inverse Document Frequency idf i (IDF) as
Here, n i;j is the frequency of occurrences of a noun i in news story j, and P k n k;j the sum of occurrences of all nouns in news story j. D indicates a set of news stories, jDj the number of news stories, d a news story, and jfdji 2 d; d 2 Dgj the number of news stories that include noun i. (3) Calculate the TF-IDF value of noun i in news story j as
In this way, we can assign higher scores to rare nouns, and assign lower scores to frequent nouns when they appear in text. This value ! i;j is called the``term score" hereafter.
In order to obtain the IDF scores, we analyzed the appearance of nouns in 46,870 CC sentences from the news program``NHK News7" broadcasted during March 16, 2001 and May 16, 2013 in Japan. The analysis involved 2,124,569 nouns in total, and yielded IDF scores for 98,340 unique nouns.
Assignment of sentence scores
Next, the proposed method assigns a score to each sentence. We considered that sentences which contain more nouns that represent visual phenomena are more important for the summarization of news videos. Therefore, each sentence is assigned a score based on the term scores and the number of nouns that exist in the Visual Concepts' vocabulary. The sentence score is calculated as the average of term scores in each sentence as
Here, W l is a set of all nouns in sentence l, and N is the number of nouns that exist in the vocabulary of the set of Visual Concepts employed. Since many synonyms appear in news text, we used a Japanese version of the WordNet [25] to expand the limited vocabulary.
2.3.3. Selection of the key-sentence based on sentence scores
Finally, a sentence with the highest sentence score is selected as the key-sentence representing each news story. Note that sentences starting with``First" or``Next" were discarded since they tend to be introductory statements at the beginning of a news story with not much information.
Image processing
After shot segmentation, Visual Concepts are detected from each shot. Details of the process are described below.
Shot segmentation
First, an input video is segmented into shots. In the following experiment, we simply used di®erence of the HSV color histograms between two frames for detecting initial shot boundaries. Note that miss-detections were manually corrected before applying the subsequent process.
Detection of Visual Concepts
Then, Visual Concepts are detected from each shot. Considering the computational cost, we assumed that the Visual Concepts detected from the¯rst frame should represent the entire shot. Here, two kinds of Visual Concept detectors are prepared; The¯rst one is a popular detector from the ILSVRC2014 challenge [27] based on the GoogLeNet model which uses a deep neural network [26] , and the second one is an SVM-based detector for detecting person-related Visual Concepts trained by the authors. The latter was prepared since the image categories de¯ned in the ILSVRC2014 challenge are con¯ned to only 1,000 out of the 32,326 categories in the entire ImageNet image thesaurus [28] with almost no human-related ones except for clothing; We considered that we should also analyze more detailed attributes of a person, since we are targeting news videos where various people play important roles. Details of each detector and the combination of the two detectors are introduced below.
Visual Concepts from the ILSVRC2014 challenge The GoogLeNet network model for the ILSVRC2014 challenge has shown high performance on image classication (6.67% top-¯ve error) and detection (43.9% mean average precision). We decided to inherit the image classes de¯ned in the challenge as Visual Concepts in this paper, and relied on the publicly-available network model for their accurate detection.
Additional person-related Visual Concepts
In order to decide the additional person-related Visual Concepts, we¯rst analyzed the appearance of terms in 46,870 CC sentences from the news program``NHK News7" broadcasted during March 16, 2001 and May 16, 2013 in Japan. Table 1 shows an excerpt of the most frequent person-related terms that appeared in the CCs. To create Visual Concept detectors related to them, image categories in the ImageNet thesaurus were manually assigned as shown in the table. As a result, we de¯ned the following 10 person-related Visual Concepts: Person, Female, Male, Child, Patient, Student, Athlete, Leader, Journalist, and Policeman. For each of them, an SVM classi¯er was trained using images from corresponding categories in ImageNet as shown in Table 2 . We used the SoftWeighted Bag-of-Features (SWBoF) [29] representation of SIFT features [30] as an input to the SVM. The size of the training data used to train each detector is shown in the right-most column of the table. Note that the same numbers of images were prepared as positive and negative samples for the training of each person-related Visual Concept, thus indicated as``Â2" in the table.
Once trained, person-related Visual Concepts are detected from an input image by applying each SVM classi¯er to it; Visual Concepts corresponding to classi¯ers yielding con¯dence values are larger than a pre-de¯ned threshold (de¯ned experimentally as 0.5 in the following) are detected. For reference, the performance of each person-related Visual Concept detector examined over testing data (200 positive and 200 negative samples separated from the training data) was shown in Table 3 . Note that F-score stands for the harmonic mean of precision and recall. We can see that most of the categories show relatively high F-scores.
Combination of the two Visual Concept detectors
In the end, the results from the two Visual Concept detectors are combined as shown in Fig. 4 ; First, the Person detector in the person-related Visual Concept detector is applied to a given image. If it detects a person, the remaining nine person-related Visual Concept detectors are applied. If not, the ILSVRC2014-based Visual Concept detector is applied.
In the end, a maximum of¯ve Visual Concepts out of the detected ones are labelled to each shot. 
Generation of a summarized video
A summarized video is generated based on the key-sentences and the Visual Concepts detected from each shot.
Selecting shots containing visual contents consistent with auditory contents
The criteria for selecting shots are as follows:
(1) Select a shot in the news story which includes the most number of Visual Concepts that correspond to the selected key-sentence. Here, in order to cover a wider range of vocabulary, we use WordNet to expand the vocabulary of Visual Concepts in the same way as in Sec. 2.3. (2) If multiple shots were selected by the above criterion, choose the one closest to the selected sentence in time.
Editing a summarized video
Next, the proposed method generates a summarized video in the following procedure:
(1) Sort the key-sentences in temporal order. Note that when the length of the selected shot is shorter than that of the audio segment, the next candidate shots according to the selection criteria are concatenated to the selected one. On the other hand, when the length is longer, the remaining part of the selected shot is eliminated.
Experiments
In order to evaluate the e®ectiveness of the proposed method, we performed two experiments:
. Experiment 1: Evaluation of the text-image consistency.
. Experiment 2: Evaluation of the generated summarized video.
Details of each experiment are reported in the following sections.
Dataset
As the video dataset, we used the NII TV-RECS news video archive [31] which consists of news video from a daily evening program``NHK News 7" in Japan, recorded since March 16, 2001 with a total volume of approximately 3000 h of news videos to date. The news videos used in the experiments were in MPEG-1 format (Resolution: 352 Â 180 pixels, Frame-rate: 25 fps) for Experiment 1, and in TS format (Resolution: 1400 Â 1080 pixels, Frame-rate: 30 fps) for Experiment 2. Both formats were accompanied with CC in Japanese, which are translated into English for reference, in the examples introduced hereafter.
Evaluation on the e®ect of considering the audio-visual consistency
Experimental conditions
First, we conducted a subjective experiment in order to evaluate the e®ect of considering the audio-visual consistency by the proposed method. Fifteen video segments corresponding to CC sentences that included at least one Visual Concept vocabulary, and whose contents were not consistent with the corresponding visual contents were selected from news videos broadcasted between January 14 and May 12, 2013. Thirty-two Computer Science major students in their twenties were asked to freely view the original video segment corresponding to the CC sentence and that synthesized by the proposed method for all 15 CC sentences. The presentation order of the videos was changed randomly per CC sentence in order to avoid bias.
The subjects were then asked to choose the one that visually represented the auditory contents better. Note that the bottom part of the frames was trimmed since it tends to contain excessive text information that could interfere with the purpose of this experiment.
Results and discussions
The result was evaluated by the``selection ratio" de¯ned as the ratio of the number of subjects who preferred the video synthesized by the proposed method versus the original video, to the total number of subjects. Table 4 shows the selection ratio of the proposed method. Figures 6-8 show the original videos and videos synthesized by the proposed method whose selection ratio by the subjects were higher than 90%. We can see that the proposed method synthesized shots that visually represent the contents of the key-sentence better than the original shots. Figures 9-12 show the original videos and videos synthesized by the proposed method whose selection ratio by the subjects were lower than 50%, i.e. the majority of the subjects considered that the original video was better than the video synthesized by the proposed method.
For sentences #2 (Fig. 9) and #6 (Fig. 11) , it seems that the inconsistency of the speaker and the voice was considered unnatural. The actual voice in the audio stream was uttered by not the subject of the video but an anchorperson, which seemed to have given the subjects an unnatural impression. To solve this problem, as a special case, we should consider using the speaker's original voice when the selected shot contains a monologue, instead. This could be detected by, for example, Kumagai et al.'s method [17] . For sentence #3 (Fig. 10) , it seems that the statistics of damage caused by fraud shown as a graph was more informative to the subjects than seeing the portrait of the chief of the police that is visually consistent with the term``police". To solve this problem, we should consider putting higher priority on showing graphs and tables.
For sentence #9 (Fig. 12) , it seems that the contents of the caption overlayed on the screen being inconsistent with that of the sentence has given the subjects an unnatural impression. Although we trimmed the bottom part of the frame as mentioned in Sec. 3.2.1, there were still many captions in other areas of the frame. To solve this problem, we should detect, recognize, and analyze the overlayed captions and either erase them or consider their contents.
Evaluation of the generated summarized video
Experimental conditions
Next, we conducted a subjective experiment to evaluate the quality of the generated summarized video with three topic thread structures shown in Fig. 13 . Details of each topic thread are shown in Table 5 . News videos broadcasted between November 2013 and September 2014 were used as the source.
We compared the proposed method with three di®erent summarization methods shown in Table 6 Fifteen Computer Science major students in their twenties were presented with pairs of videos summarized by all four methods in random order, and then asked to select the one among the pair whose visual contents represented the auditory contents better. In order to reduce the bias on prior knowledge on the topic, the subjects were allowed to familiarize themselves with each topic by reading articles related to the topic before performing the evaluation, in the Japanese version of the online encyclopedia Wikipedia. a
Results and discussions
The result was evaluated by the``selection ratio" de¯ned as the ratio of the number of subjects who selected the result by the proposed method versus each of the comparison methods, to the total number of subjects. Table 7 shows the lengths of the videos generated by each summarization method. Note that since the pairs of Comparison methods 1 and 2, and Comparison method 3 and the Proposed method take the same key-sentence selection strategy, respectively, the length for the summarized videos generated by each pair of methods is the same. Also note that the length of the summarized video depends on the length of the audio segment corresponding to the selected key-sentences. Although we could roughly adjust the length of the summarized video by selecting multiple sentences per news story, the proposed method does not expect to generate a summarized video with a length speci¯ed in advance. Table 8 shows the selection ratio of the Proposed method versus Comparison methods, respectively. We can see that the proposed method was more e®ective than Comparison methods 2 and 3 for topics #1 and #2. In these cases, we con¯rmed that Table 8 . Selection ratio of the proposed method versus comparison methods for the generated summarized videos.
Versus method Topic thread #1 (%) Topic thread #2 (%) Topic thread #3 (%) Average (%) Comparison 1  60  60  60  60  Comparison 2  80  80  80  80  Comparison 3  80  100  20  67 a Wikipedia, http://ja.wikipedia.org/.
considering the consistency of auditory and visual contents was e®ective for selecting the key-sentences and selecting shots consistent with them. However, the selection ratio was signi¯cantly low for topic #3 which contained many monologue scenes. We consider the primary cause for this was the inconsistency of the speaker and the voice like in the case of sentences #2 and #6 in the previous experiment in Sec. 3.2.
Meanwhile, the Proposed method was less e®ective versus Comparison method 1. We consider the primary cause for this was that multiple shots were selected according to the exceptional rule in 2.5.2, which seemed to have given the subjects an unnatural impression. To solve this problem, we should consider selecting only one shot for each sentence and rectify its length by adjusting the frame rate or the audio pitch, instead.
Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed a method for summarizing news videos along a news topic thread structure. The proposed method synthesized shots based on the consistency of auditory and visual contents, and generated a summarized video by concatenating them.
Future work includes improvement of Visual Concept detectors and introduction of more detailed Visual Concepts so that the proposed method could perform better. We will also consider incorporating additional editing rules to generate the summarized video. Evaluation on a larger dataset including videos from di®erent news programs, should also be performed.
